It is proved that every closed convex non-R.N.P. set in a Banach space contains a non-dentable subset with a martingale coordinatization. Thus we answer affirmatively a question posed by H. Rosenthai and A. Wessel. The proof depends on the concept of the Convex Finite-Dimensional Schauder Decomposition (C.F.D.S.D.) introduced and investigated in the present paper. Certain partial positive results are also given related to the following fundamental problem: Every closed convex set either is R.N.P. or it contains a closed subset with a ^/-representation.
F.D.S.D. We also show that for convex sets failing the R.N.P. and belonging to certain classes we can find subsets of them with a "complete structure" which is described as a ^^/-representation.
The paper is organized into five sections each one containing the following:
In §0 we recall the definitions and some properties of δ-approximate bushes and regular J-bushes.
Section 1 is devoted to the definition of ^-approximate bushes (Xa)aej* defining a C.F.D.S.D. and to the study of the properties that this notion induces on the set K = cδ(x a ) aej^ , where {x a )ae& * s the averaged back bush corresponding to (x a )ae^
The most important is that each element of K has a unique expansion as n=0|α|=n where (y a )aess?
are the nodes of (x a )ae^f
As we show, this expansion is equivalent to the notion of a martingale coordinatization introduced by H. Rosenthal and A. Wessel in [R-W] . The next two sections are mainly devoted to the proof of the following result: THEOREM 
A. If L is a closed convex non-R.N.P. subset of a Banach space X then it contains a δ-approximate bush (x a ) a e^ defining a C.F.D.S.D. Hence it contains a closed convex subset K = cδ(x a ) a eŝ uch that each x in K is expressed uniquely as n=0\a\=n
The proof of this theorem is divided in two parts. The first, given in §2 (Theorem 2.3), contains the case of closed convex sets L failing the Point of Continuity Property (P.C.P.) and the second, given in §3 (Theorem 3.7), concerns non-R.N.P. sets with the P.C.P. In Theorem 3.7 we also prove that the chosen set K satisfies the additional property that the norm and weak topologies on it coincide. Further in §2 we prove two more results concerning sets which fail the P.C.P., Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.13, which we use in §4 to establish ^^/-representations in certain convex sets.
Section 4 contains results concerning ^/-representations. We define &af to be the closed convex subset of M[0, 1] consisting of all probability atomless measures. A closed convex set K in a Banach space X has a ^/-representation if there exists an aίfine, continuous, onto injection T: ^a/ -• K. It is an easy observation that if K has a ^/-representation then it has no extreme points, hence it fails the K.M.P. The problem whether every non-R.N.P. set contains a closed convex subset with a ^/-representation was posed to the first author by Professor Rosenthal. The main result of §4 gives a partial positive answer to this problem. More precisely we show: THEOREM 
B. Let L be a closed convex non-R.N.P. subset of a Banach space X such that one of the following conditions is satisfied: (i) The R.N.P. is not equivalent to the P.C.P. on the subsets of L, (ii) X has an unconditional basis, (iii) L is a subset of the positive cone of L
ι [0, 1] .
Then there exists a closed convex subset K of L with a &af-representation.
As we mentioned before Theorem B implies that the R.N.P. is equivalent to the K.M.P. on L, if L satisfies (i), (ii) or (iii) . This is already known from earlier works of Schachermayer [S2] , Rosenthai [R] , Rosenthal and Wessel [R-W] and Caselles [C] . As a corollary of Theorem B we get that every non-R.N.P. w*-closed convex subset of a dual Banach space X contains a separable subset with a ^/-representation.
O Approximate bushes.
In this section we recall the definition of a ^-approximate bush and the corresponding averaged back (regular) bush. 0.1. NOTATION. We denote by N^ the set of all finite sequences of natural numbers of the form (0, aγ, a 2 , ... , a n ). For a e Nŵ e denote by \a\ the length of a and for convenience we set |(0)| = 0 and |(0 5 a u ... , a n )\ = n. For a e N^, n e N, n < \a\ we denote by a\n the restriction of a on the set {0, ... , n} and for a, β e NW we define by a < β iff |α| < \β\ and β\ \a\ = a which clearly defines a partial order on N^ .
A finitely branching tree, denoted by sf , is a subset of N^ such that for every αEi and n e N with n < \a\, a\n e si and for every n e N the set s/ n -{a e sf: \a\ = n} is finite. If si is a finitely branching tree and a G si we denote by S a = {β:a<β, |jj| = |α| + l}.
DEFINITION, (i)
A bounded subset (x Q )aerf °f a Banach space X is said to be a ^-approximate bush with <5 > 0 iff si is a finitely branching tree, for all a G J/ , β e S a , ||x α -^|| > 5 and there exists {λ β x β where {λβ\ β e S a } is the set which appeared in the definition of the δ-approximate bush. Suppose that for some n the set {λ^: \β\ = n} has been defined; we define λ^ = λ^λ γ where \γ\ = n + 1 9 γ G Sβ and λ γ is the coefficient appearing in the definition of the approximate bush.
The following properties are easily established: where μβ is as before, is well-defined and linear. Indeed by using the alternative expression of Σ| tt |=m ^a*a we get that
which clearly is well-defined and linear because of the linear independence of the vectors {y a )aej* It * s a^so obvious that for m\ > m-χ > n
Hence we will use the notation P n for any P m ,n • which contradicts (*), proving our claim.
Thereafter it suffices to show that every x e cδ(x a ) a es* has at least one such representation.
Indeed x a is by definition equal to Σ^Lo Σ\β\=k VβVβ > where for β > a, μ β = U a <γ<β λ y > with (*<*)<*€& the bush function of {x a ) a ej* , and μβ = 1, for β < a, and μy? = 0, for β incomparable to a. Now by Remark 0.6 we get that x a has a representation of the desired form, and this is extended to the elements of co(;c α ) α €J / .
We define
by the rule 
Therefore we can extend P n on the set co(x α ) α6J /. Clearly for x G cό(x a )aejtf we have P n (P m (x)) = P Λ (Λ:) for all m e N, n < m and easily we get a representation for any x.
1.4. REMARK, (i) Our goal is to show that every closed convex bounded non-dentable subset of a Banach space X contains a δ-approximate bush defining a C.F.D.S.D. Bourgain has shown that every non-R.N.P. Banach space contains a subspace with a F.D.S.D. failing the R.N.P. [B] . Our result can be considered as a localization of Bourgain's Theorem. We will distinguish two cases. The first is of sets without the P.C.P. and the second is of non-dentable sets with the P.C.P.
( The next lemma is crucial for the construction of approximate bushes defining a C.F.D.S.D. In particular it will ensure the condition (iii) of the previous lemma. Proof. We can suppose that OeK and f\, ... , f n restricted on K are linearly independent. We set
contains a set of the form Π/LilA > £/] with α / < ^/ Set J = ε min{^^ 1 < / < n} and for Xo e K define Suppose that x e K and it satisfies \fi(x -x o )\ <δ for / = 1, ... , n.
The desired z will exist provided that
' -εy (xo) + but the last relation follows from the fact
The proof is complete. 
Assume that the first holds. Then for any convex combination s=\ we have that
fa(x) + e<f Q (y).
But from Mazur's Theorem we have that there exists a sequence of convex combinations norm convergent to x. This is a contradiction proving the result. We begin by recalling the definition of the P.C.P. Proof. We first notice that Baire's Theorem ensures the existence of an uncountable subset D\ of K consisting of linearly independent vectors. Also there exists a subset E of K and δ\ > 0 such that every weakly relatively open subset W of E has diam[ίF] > <5i. Further, due to the countable tightness of the weak topology, we may assume that E is of the form E = {x s : s e N^} where x s is a weak limit of the set {x t : t € S s } and ||JC 5 -jc f || > δ x for all s e NW , t e S s .
Next using transfinite induction, we choose an uncountable subset Dι of D\ such that the elements of D 2 are linearly independent over the linear span of E. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We are ready now to give the statement and the proof of the main result of this section.
THEOREM. Let K be a separable closed convex set contained in B x and failing the P. C. P. Then for some δ' the set K contains a δ'-approximate bush (w a ) ae^ which defines a C.F.D.S.D.
Proof. Fix a set D c K and a δ > 0 satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 1.
Fix also two sequences of positive reals {s n } ne N, {Pn}neN with ε * < 5 > 1 ~ r^oό < Pn<\ for all n, and
Π(l-2β B )>0, Π^2 n=0 n=\
Inductively we shall construct the following: A finitely branching tree si. Two families of vectors (x a )aerf a n d ( 
(vi) Set 41 a n := inf < \a\=n |ί α | = 1, j; e a=n By (i) a n is strictly positive. The real μ n+ \ is chosen so that
Furthermore for all aesf with \a\ = n any f e F n has constant value on the set + (1 -μ«+i)*/? -^α : β e 5 α } and if we denote this value by A[ then |^£| <a n -ε n . We first take this construction for granted and use it to obtain the family (w Q ) a e^ This is done in the following way. Set UQ = Xo and for a e si with \a\ = n and β £ S a set U β= k=l Let now w a = Σβ <a Uβ for all a e sf . We claim that (w has the desired properties (a) First of all we observe that each w a is a convex combination of x a and {zp : β <a} and as such it belongs in K.
(b) Now we prove that {w a ) ae^ is a |-aρproximate bush with bush function (λ a ) aesί ? .
For aesf with lαl = nwe have
The last inequality is a consequence of property (ii) , the inequality which occurs in property (vi) Indeed, it follows by (iv) that the (w a ) ae^ are linearly independent.
By (v) the set F n (1 -ε^-norms the linear span of {m a : |α| = n} . By (vi) for / e F n , |α| = n, β e S a , f(w β -tϋ α ) = ΠL ^d oes not depend on β and μ k \Aζ\ < Yl μ k a n ε n ye(z β :\β\<n) < ε n inf * a=n So the hypotheses of Lemma 1.5. are fulfilled and the proof is complete.
We return to show that the initial construction is possible. We proceed by induction on the level of the tree si . n+ 1st level. Suppose that the tree A has been constructed up to the nth level and that x a e D, z Q e K, λ a e R, a E srf , |α| < n, Fk c B x *, k < n, βk E R + , k < n have been chosen to satisfy (i)-(vi).
Choose μ n +\ to satisfy where a n is as in (vi). We first apply Lemma 1.6. to find a δ n+ \ > 0, a finite-dimensional space Y n+ \ and numbers Aζ, \a\ = n, f E F n such that for any αGi with |α| = n and any x e AT with |/(x -x a )\ < δ n+ \ for all /Gf n , there exists a z e Γ w+ i ΠA^ with
Then
For eachα E si with |α| = Λ consider the set D a = ίx e D : ||x α -wherê (^α, F n , ί π+1 ) = {* E X: |/(x -x*)\ < δ n+x for all / e F π }.
By our choice of Z> and (J, x a is a weak limit point of D a . So we can find neN, x (α ,i), ... ,X(a,n a ) tD a and A (α>1)? ... , A (α>Πβ) Ei? with Σ^=i ^α,i = 1 suc h that
Since D consists of linearly independent vectors and since the space
can t> e taken to be linearly independent over Z n +\.
Set now S α = {(α, 1), ... , (α, /i α )}. For |α| = n, β e S a choose z β e Y n +\ Π K so that
This completes the inductive construction and the proof of the theorem.
It is known that the P.C.P. and the R.N.P. are not equivalent in general [B-R]. The second part of the present section is devoted to the investigation of the C.F.D.S.D. for non-dentable sets satisfying the additional property that the P.C.P. and the R.N.P. are equivalent on their subsets.
We recall first some definitions and known results. 
Next we state without proof a deep theorem. Its proof follows from the proof of Rosenthal [R] to Schachermayer's Theorem [S2] . For more information related to this we refer to [A-P]. We notice that a modification of the main result of §3 also gives a proof of this result.
THEOREM. Suppose that K is a convex non-dentable subset of a B-space X such that the R.N.P. is equivalent to the P.C.P. on its subsets. Then a bounded linear K-valued operator T: L ι (λ) -• X is representable if and only if it is strongly regular. (Recall that T is K-valued if it maps the densities of L ι (λ) into K.)
Finally we will make use of the following result from [A-P] which is an "unconditional" version of the classical Mazur's Theorem. We pass now to the statement and the proof of the second theorem of this section. where |α| = n, β e S a and (μ n )neN are as in Theorem 2.3. Now Next we choose a subset {h β : \β\ = n + 1} of i 7^ such that \β\ = n + 1} are linearly independent over the space generated by {x« : M < n} U {z α : |α| < «} U {Γ/^ : \β\ = /i + 1} U Y n . This completes the proof of the theorem.
Finally we define
We pass now to the third part of this section. Here we deal with convex non-P.C.P. sets in Banach spaces with an unconditional basis and we will construct J-approximate bushes defining a C.F.D.S.D. and with the additional property that the nodes are well behaved with respect to the basis. Our construction is similar to a related construction given in [R-W] , First we introduce, for later use, a total order on a finitely branching tree.
2.9. DEFINITION. Let J/ be a finitely branching tree. We denote by -< the following total order on sf , a < β iff either |α| < \β\ or |α| = \β\ and a is smaller than β in the lexicographic order. It is obvious that the approximate bush (w a ) ae^ will satisfy the desired properties.
For the construction we repeat the procedure of the construction in the proof of Theorem 2.3 with the following modifications.
Let D be as in the proof of Theorem 2.3. Denote by P r : X -> X the projection on (£/)y =1 . After choosing XQ = yo G K n D chose r_χeN such that \\y 0 -P rι (yo)\\ < ^r and set d 0 = Pr^iyo) Suppose now that for some a G si with |α| = n we have constructed the set and that we have chosen (x γ ) γeJ^ , ( z γ)γe^ > Fk> βk> k < n, as in the proof of Theorem 2.3. Suppose in addition that we have chosen properly the integers {m γ 9 r γ } γ£t^ . We wish to define the set S α , to choose the integers {m α , r α } and to select Xβ and dβ for all β G S α .
Let m α = max{r 7 : γ G J^4} + 1 and instead of the set D α in the proof of Theorem 2.3 consider the set and choose (Xβ)βes as i n that point, but contained in D' α and having the additional property of being linearly independent over P m -\(X).
For β e S a we set y β = Xβ -x a and find r a > m a such that and the vectors are linearly independent. Set Then \\yβ -dβ\\ < \ and if everything else is as in the original construction and μ Λ+ i is chosen to be close enough to 1 then ||M^ -dp\ < InThis completes the inductive construction and the proof of the theorem.
3. The C.F.D.S.D. for non-dentable sets with the P.C.P. In this section we shall show that every closed convex bounded non-dentable set with the P.C.P. in a Banach space X contains a ^-approximate bush {*<*)<*&/ defining a C.F.D.S.D. Furthermore we shall show that the approximate bush can be chosen so that the norm and weak topologies coincide on the set cδ(x a ) a eŴ e start with some known results necessary for the proof of the main theorem of this section.
3.1. NOTATION. Let K be a closed convex bounded subset of a Banach^pace X. We denote by K the w* ^losure of K in X** and by Ext K the set of the extreme points of K. A slice of the set K is a set of the form
T(K, f,ε) = {xeK: f(x) > sup f\K -ε}
where / e X* and ε > 0. The slices will be denoted by the letters If G is a subset of X and x e X we denote by d(x, G) the distance of x from G and if G\, Gι are subsets of X we denote by d(G\, Gι) the minimum distance of the elements of G\ from the elements of G2.
If G is a subset of X we denote by diam(G) the diameter of G and if f e X* we denote by osc(f\G) the oscillation of / restricted on G. In the sequel K always denotes a non-empty closed, convex, bounded subset of X.
The first lemma is due to Bourgain [B] . A proof of this can be found in [R] or [SI] . (For a proof we refer to Lemma 2.1 of [SI] . 
It is clear that inf < :geG,
Choose now a finite F subset of B x * such that for any geG, (A/)f =1 ei? n .
From Lemma 3.3 we find slices 7} c 5, so that e, € 7} and osc(/|7f) < | for all f € F and / = 1,... , n. It is easy to check now that for (x,-)^ € (7/)? =1 and (A<)7 =1 € Λ"
ι=l
•jr for all 4 The proof is complete. We pass now to give the statement and the proof of the main theorem of this section. 3.8. REMARK. The part of the proof related to the C.F.D.S.D. strongly depends on Bourgain's proof of the well-known result that every Banach space with the P.C.P. failing the R.N.P. contains a subspace with a Finite-Dimensional Schauder Decomposition which fails the R.N.P. [B] .
The fact that the norm and the weak topologies coincide on W implies, as Rosenthal has proved in [R] , that there is no extreme point in W. The existence of a non-dentable subset of K without extreme points has been proved by Schachermayer [S2] . Our proof is in the spirit of RosenthaΓs proof of Schachermayer's Theorem. The presence of the C.F.D.S.D. simplifies some arguments in the proof. The whole theorem can be considered as a unification of Bourgain's and Schachermayer's Theorems. (viii) For n G N, μ n will be chosen so that
Proof of the
Pn<μ n <l and 1 -μ n+ϊ < min j " 2 n , ^ > and for any aesf , |α| = Λ and f e F n there exists a real v4^ with I-4a I <a n ε n such that for all β eS a .
holds for all (i a )|a|=« , t<*>0 9 Σ\ a \=n ** = ι
We divide the rest of the proof into three stages. In the first, using the previous, we define the approximate bush (w a ) aej^ . The second is devoted to the inductive construction and in the third we will show that the norm and weak topologies coincide on cδ(w a )\ a \=n Stage 1. The approximate busch (w a ) aeJ^ . First we notice that conditions (i), (ii) , (iii) and (iv) imply that {x a )aes/ is a ^-approximate bush with bush function {λ a ) a eŴ e set now and for all n G N, α G sf , |α| = n and β G S a U P
= ( Π ^ I (Vn

Finally set
We claim that {w a ) ae^ is a f-approximate bush defining a C.F.D.S.D.
In fact the proof is identical with that of the same statement in the proof of Theorem 2.3 so we proceed to Stage 2.
Stage 2. We show now how the inductive construction can be carried out. We proceed by induction:
The O-th level. Choose a slice RQ of K And fo £ B x * such that fo(x) > (1 -e o )\\x\\ for all x e R o .
Next choose a slice RQ contained in RQ with a 0 = inf ||x|| > 0.
xeR 0
Let μi be such that Pι<μι<l and 1 -μ x < min | ^^, -J .
According to Lemma 1.6 there exists a finite dimensional subspace YQ of X and 0 < JQ SO that for any x e K there exists a real Aζ such that if y e K and |./O(Λ; -y)| < <5o there exists zoeY^ΠK with
An easy computation shows that \A%\ < αo ε o Finally, from Lemma 3.3, we choose a slice 7Q with Γ o c R' o and osc(/|Γ 0 ) < <Jo. We set F o = {/ 0 }. n + 1st level. Assume that we have already built the tree up to the n th level and that we have chosen the slices {T γ : γ < ή) and the sets {x γ : \γ\ < n), {z γ : |y| < n), the subspaces {Y^ :k <n) and the subsets {JFfc : k < n} of B x * and the numbers {μ^ : k < n + 1} so that conditions (i) to (ix) are satisfied. There exists a subspace Y^ of X, and aί n >0 satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 1.6. for the set of functionals F n and ε = μ n +\. It is easy to check that for y e K and / eF n the number Aζ satisfies the inequality \Aζ\<a n e n . For each a with |α| = n we may choose (Lemma 3.4) slices , 1) , ... , (α, Choose x a e Σβ eS λβRβ and z a e Ύ' n , A^, f e F so that the conclusion of Lemma 1.6 is satisfied for £ = 1 -μ n .
By Lemma 3.2 we choose a finite subset and using (1) we get that Σ^LoΣiαμΛ^Vα converges in the norm of X. Recall that {y a ) a esf denote the nodes of (x a )ae^f Choose NQ such that for all n > NQ \k=0 \a\=k
Choose iVi such that Notice also that (1) and (3) We estimate now the norm of the first series of the right side. 3ε.
In particular (B 2 ) n=0 \ a \=n
From (Bi) and (B 2 ) we get oo \ a \=n <5ε (B) (A) and (B) imply that \\x-y\\<7e.
This completes the proof of the theorem. The problem of whether or not, every closed convex K failing R.N.P. contains a closed subset L with a ^/-representation was brought to the attention of the authors by Professor Rosenthal. Our goal is to establish ^/-representations for certain classes of nondentable sets. Each V a is a clopen set and S with this topology is a compact metric space. Suppose next that {x a )aetf is a bounded £ -approximate bush, (λa)aerf > λ a φ0 the corresponding bush function and K = cδ(x a ) a erf We define a probability measure λ on 5 by the rule 4.6. REMARK. In [R-W] the notion of the strong martingale coordinatization is considered. This is formally weaker than our adequate bush notion, but it turns out that they are equivalent. Indeed, using our terminology the strong martingale coordinatization means that for all μ G M κ and a G sf such that μ(V a ) Φ 0 the measure also belongs to M κ . But we easily verify that D(μ) = co(μ a ) aeĥ ence the strong martingale coordinatization implies that the approximate bush is adequate. Since Γ*(μ) is a point of continuity it follows that the same property holds for each w a and hence each w a belongs to K ([L-L-T] and [R] ). Now we easily check that μ a = μ w and hence μ a £ MK . This completes the inductive construction for the first level. The nth leveΓs construction follows from the same arguments and we leave it to the reader.
Next we choose γ$ e Γ δ for all δ e 31. Notice that condition (ii) As it is noticed in [A-P] is a norm relatively compact set the w*-* closure of L in M(S), L™ , is also contained in MK . Since L is a non-dentable set we get that ~V" is non-separable [R] . The desired result follows now from Lemma 4.9 and the proof is complete.
4.16. REMARK. The fact that in each one of the three cases the set W contains a convex closed subset without extreme points is already known.
Indeed, the first case follows from RosenthaPs proof [R] for Schachermayer's theorem [S2] on the equivalence of R.N.P. and K.M.P. for strongly regular sets. Case (ii) is contained in [S2] and partially in [R-W] . Case (iii) is due to Caselles [C] . 4.17. REMARK. Certain results of the paper can be stated and proved in a more general setting.
Indeed, everything related to Banach spaces with an unconditional basis can be considered for Banach spaces with an unconditional skipped-blocking decomposition [R-W] .
Also instead of the positive cone of L ι (λ) we may consider Banach lattices E such that E + is a solid subset of E+* .
We conclude this section with the following result related to &>a/-representation in convex w*-closed subset of dual Banach spaces. ([0, 1] , λ). In the last case the desired result follows from Theorem 4.15(iii). In the first case the result follows from case (i) of Theorem 4.15 and the main result of [R] . Hence the proof is complete. 4.19. REMARK. Huff-Morris in [H-M] proved that the R.N.P. is equivalent to the K.M.P. for dual Banach spaces. Schachermayer in [S2, Corollary 2.11] proved the analogue of the statement of Corollary 4.18 for the equivalence of the R.N.P. and the K.M.P.
